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A word from  
Bret Haake, MD
The power of gratitude

Regions Hospital team members work hard to provide the right care  

so our patients can achieve their best health, so it feels great when 

patients thank us and let us know they had good outcomes. It makes 

all the challenging work worthwhile.

This has been especially true during the COVID-19 pandemic. Caring  

for patients struggling with this new disease has been difficult and  

even scary at times. It has been helpful to hear from former patients  

who are doing well, and they have been tremendously generous  

with their appreciation.

Our Healing Through Gratitude program gives patients and their  

family members the opportunity to give back in ways that are  

meaningful to them. Working with Regions Hospital Foundation,  

these individuals can share their stories with others, volunteer their  

time at Regions, or contribute financially in honor of a care provider 

who left a lasting impression.

We believe such expressions of gratitude help our patients heal. In turn, 

their contributions allow Regions to do exciting things that would be 

hard to do without charitable support, all for the greater health of  

our community.

This newsletter is filled with stories of patients and family members 

who gave back. We thank all of you who have trusted us with your  

care or became our partners with your contributions.

It feels great 
when patients 
thank us and 
let us know 

they had good 
outcomes.

 

https://www.healthpartners.com/foundations/regions/healing-through-gratitude/


THANK YOU FOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO: 

COVID-19 Response and Relief Fund

Contributions are helping Regions Hospital respond 

to the crisis. This includes purchasing additional  

medical equipment, increasing our supply of  

personal protective equipment, bolstering  

telemedicine services to ensure the safety of  

patients, meeting the special needs of the most 

vulnerable patients, helping our health care  

workers remain resilient, and much more. 

Stuart Goldbarg and Phyllis Beatty

Memorial contributions support care providers during pandemic

Stuart Goldbarg spent three weeks in Regions Hospital’s intensive care unit (ICU) battling COVID-19 before 

passing away on December 9, 2020. His wife, Phyllis Beatty, wrote a thank you letter to the staff of the ICU. 

“While two of you were present at this most sacred moment of passing, it could have been any of you.  

He’s now on some grand adventure.” 

“In all of Stuart’s time in ICU you were my surrogates. You brought your hard-earned expertise to his care, 

which I could not do,” wrote Phyllis, who could not visit Stuart due to temporary restrictions during the 

pandemic. “You were the physical presence of love, compassion and mercy, which I could not be.”

Phyllis also thanked Stuart’s care providers for setting up regular video calls between her and Stuart using 

iPads purchased with donations. “If you were in the room at the time, you tended to us both.”

Several of Stuart’s family members and friends contributed to the Regions Hospital COVID-19 Response  

and Relief Fund in his memory. Gifts to the fund are helping the hospital meet the greatest needs of its 

patients, visitors and staff during the pandemic. 

“It is one way they can say ‘THANK YOU’ for who you’ve been for their friend,” Phyllis wrote.
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“Gift of life” inspires acts of kindness

“Dr. Haake and Dr. Mendez remind me that good 

people exist and do the right thing,” said Sangeeta 

Jain. The two physicians treated her for a brain tumor 

early in 2021, and her family contributed to Regions 

Hospital Foundation in gratitude for their care.

In January, Sangeeta had an MRI after experiencing 

a seizure. The MRI revealed a golf ball-sized tumor 

in Sangeeta’s right frontal lobe and an aneurysm 

on the left-side of the brain. Sangeeta called Bret 

Haake, MD, a HealthPartners neurologist, who  

saw her after hours the next day to explain her 

options. “I felt comfortable with the conversation  

and treatment plan,” Sangeeta said. “My husband  

and I agreed we would follow everything  

Dr. Haake recommended.”

Two days later, Sangeeta received a call from 

Alejandro Mendez, MD, a HealthPartners 

neurosurgeon, at 6:30 in the evening. “He spent one 

and a half hours outlining the plan. It was amazing.”

On February 1, Sangeeta underwent major surgery  

to remove the tumor and address the aneurysm.  

“It was very successful,” Sangeeta said. “I was calling 

everyone I knew two hours after surgery.” Sangeeta 

was walking the next day, and two days later she  

was almost fully functional.

Sangeeta is incredibly grateful to Dr. Mendez for 

the success of the surgery, including the care he 

spent minimizing scars. “You can’t see that anything 

happened,” Sangeeta said.

“I’m an ordinary woman of Asian descent. I couldn’t 

have received any better care if I was the queen 

of England. The world is better because we have 

individuals and a culture like the one at Regions 

Hospital that want to help everyone who needs help. 

Every moment in their care I felt safe, comfortable 

and respected.”

Two months after major brain surgery and Sangeeta 

is golfing, biking and playing table tennis. “I’m doing 

everything and I’m doing it better,” she said. “I’m 

running my husband ragged.”

Happy to gather in person after vaccinations, Sangeeta Jain met Bret Haake, MD,  

and Alejandro Mendez, MD, outside the HealthPartners Neuroscience Center.



“The efforts of my care team at Regions gave  

me this chance to survive and lead a quality life. 

It must have some meaning,” Sangeeta said. She 

uses the word “munificence” to describe the care 

she received at Regions. “It exemplifies the culture 

of generosity, of giving without expecting anything 

in return. This generosity of spirit rekindled my 

passion to make the world a better place.”

Every day, Sangeeta now makes a conscious 

effort to perform small acts of kindness and 

to appreciate the world’s beauty. Her family 

implemented a charitable program through  

their business to improve children’s lives,  

fostering a love of giving among those around 

them. The family’s contribution to Regions 

Hospital Foundation supports Little Moments 

Count, a campaign that builds community 

awareness regarding the importance of early  

brain development and what people can do,  

even in little moments, to support young  

children and their families.

“My family and I are grateful to Regions for the gift 

of life I received,” Sangeeta said. “I am determined 

to give back with the same generosity, kindness 

and love to the world around me.”

I couldn’t have 
received any better 

care if I was the 
queen of England.

Helping researchers  
target brain disorders

Jim and Bonnie Roed receive care from Mike 

Rosenbloom, MD, a HealthPartners neurologist. 

To say thank you, the Roeds gave a contribution 

to help the HealthPartners Center for Memory 

and Aging purchase new Infinitome imaging 

technology, which can identify dysfunctional 

brain networks. 

The Center for Memory and Aging wants to be 

the first organization to test transcranial magnetic 

stimulation (TMS) with Alzheimer’s patients while 

incorporating Infinitome imaging to target an 

individual’s specific condition. TMS provides 

noninvasive electrical stimulation to specific 

areas of the brain and has improved the cognitive 

functioning of people with Alzheimer’s in small 

clinical trials. It may also hold the potential to 

influence the development of the disease.

We are incredibly grateful to  

Dr. Rosenbloom for his medical  

care and research. The support  

groups, art classes, educational  

seminars and personal check-ins  

from the HealthPartners team are  

amazing examples of the support 

we received.

  

Bonnie Roed
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Thanking her care team, fighting for those less fortunate

Nancy Nelson found great joy in life. Her devotion to nature, photography, travel and the people she loved 

crystallized during her treatment for pancreatic cancer, with the help of her team at the Regions Hospital Cancer 

Care Center. She also had a fierce passion for justice, which guided a financial contribution to the center’s care.

Nancy was diagnosed in January 2019 and was referred to Bal Jahagirdar, MBBS, a HealthPartners oncologist. 

“He’s more than just a highly skilled and intelligent doctor. He’s a compassionate, spiritual man,” said Russ 

Nelson, Nancy’s husband of 51 years.

Dr. Jahagirdar worked with Nancy to ensure her treatment fit her needs and goals. When her first doses of 

chemotherapy left her feeling very ill, Dr. Jahagirdar dialed back the doses to make them more manageable.  

He encouraged her love of travel and scheduled treatments around several family trips. He also formed a  

close working relationship with Nancy’s providers at the Mayo Clinic, where she underwent two procedures.

During treatment, Nancy was not as healthy and active as usual (she ran half marathons at age 65), but she 

nurtured her ability to find happiness. This was embodied in her increased love of photography and her book, 

Joy: Finding Joy in Everyday.

In February 2020, Nancy was cancer free, but within four months the disease was back. “Pancreatic cancer is 

an insidious disease and it caught up to her,” Russ said. Despite the best efforts of her care teams, she entered 

HealthPartners Hospice care in July 2020. 

Nancy touched 
thousands  
of people.  

Her example  
motivates me  

every day.

Russ and Nancy Nelson in Prague



“The hospice care was superb,” Russ said. “Hospice and nursing aids checked in with her regularly so she 

could be with family and friends.”

Nancy died on August 5, surrounded by those she loved most. “She told our grandkids, ‘When you see 

hummingbirds and butterflies, that will be me.’”

Before Nancy passed, she completed the book Gratitude, dedicated to the Regions cancer care team. 

The couple’s contribution to the team’s care was inspired by this gratitude and Nancy’s fight for those less 

fortunate. Whether it was the 15 years she spent at Minnesota Organization on Adolescent Pregnancy 

Prevention and Parenting (MOAPPP) or her time on several nonprofit boards, Nancy always advocated  

for those with less access to important services. This fit well with the gift to our cancer care.

“Regions provides superb medical care to everyone, including the poor and communities of color” that are 

less well served by the medical establishment, Russ said. Among other things, the couple’s contribution is 

helping the Cancer Care Center provide for the basic needs of patients facing financial difficulties and fund 

a nurse navigator, who helps patients navigate an often complex system of care.

“Nancy touched thousands of people. Her example motivates me every day,” Russ said. He has stayed  

active, working with a few of Nancy’s favorite nonprofits and as a community leader in the business 

world. He’s even writing a children’s book. Russ has also offered his volunteer support of Regions Hospital 

Foundation. Russ himself is grateful for the care he received at Regions in 2016, when he had a kidney 

removed. “Regions is wonderful institution.”

Funding family activities during  
cancer treatment

Bil Gangl received care for small-cell carcinoma at Regions 

Hospital before passing away in 2009. Since then his wife, 

Megan, has partnered with the Mahtomedi High School  

track team to host an annual relay in memory of Bil, 

their former coach. His friends and family members also 

participate, including Regions Hospital staff members.  

The event raised $7,900 in 2021.

A portion of the event’s proceeds support the Bil Gangl 

Memorial Fund of the Regions Cancer Care Center.  

The money funds family activities for patients being treated 

in the center. This includes everything from restaurant meals 

and memory-making supplies to Vikings tickets and trips 

to see family members. Megan has also made an estate 

commitment to the memorial fund.

Support was always there 

for the way we wanted  

to cope with the cancer.

Megan gangl

 

Bil Gangl



Leading a campaign to improve 
emergency, mental health care

“I’m super grateful to Dr. Switzer, who repaired the rotator 

cuff in my left shoulder. My surgery was 100% successful.“

Bill received the care of Julie Switzer, MD, an orthopedic 

surgeon at Regions, after he fell on ice in 2018. Before this 

incident, Bill and his family already had a long history with 

the hospital. This included his mother, father and son.

Bill and Susan Sands have contributed major gifts to an 

impressive array of programs at Regions – from mental  

and chemical health to the neurosciences. Bill is a former 

board chair of Regions Hospital Foundation and the  

couple now co-chairs Regions Responds First, a campaign 

to expand and renovate our emergency and mental  

health services. To learn more about the campaign,  

call 651-254-2376 or email rhf@healthpartners.com.

640 JACKSON ST STOP 11202C
SAINT PAUL, MN 55101-2502
Phone: 651-254-2376

rhf@healthpartners.com
regionshospital.com/give
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If you have a question or would like 
to contribute to Regions Hospital 
Foundation, please use the enclosed 
envelope or call us at 651-254-2376.  
Please call or write us if you wish to  
be removed from our mailing list. 
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HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS

Emil Kucera, MinnPar, Retired

- Bill Sands (pictured with Susan Sands) 
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